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EDITORIAL
This is the 4th volume of the MVDIT TECH BOOK. The magazine
has a total of 10 pages, 1700 words (approx.) and 5 topics.
Although we have collected information from trusted sites
but we don’t claim that the stats are absolutely updated. The
images are the trademarks of their respective companies.
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The magazine is absolutely FREE of cost and it can also be
downloaded from internet but we only give the US version of
the magazine so changes can be their accordingly. If you
download the magazine make sure you have adobe acrobat
reader 6 or above, as the file is available only in *.pdf format.

Vidit Bhargava
Editor and director MVDIT TECH BOOK
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GenNext iPods
iPod Shuffle

T

he 1GB iPod shuffle lets you
wear up to 240 songs on
your sleeve. Or your lapel.
Or your belt. In your choice of
remixed colors and just US$99,
clip on iPod shuffle and wear it as
a badge of musical devotion.

New colors

Clip and Go

iPod shuffle now comes in four
new colors and the original silver
to suit your music and your mood

Put some music on: iPod shuffle is
the only iPod that’s wearable right
out of the box.
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iTunes
Collect music on the iTunes Jukebox. Buy songs from the iTunes Store.
Sync them to iPod shuffle.
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iPod Classic

D
October 21, 2007

ecisions, decisions. Who needs ’em? Why should you have to choose what to put on
your iPod? With up to 160GB of storage, iPod classic lets you carry everything in
your collection up to 40,000 songs and up to 200 hours of video — everywhere you
go. In a completely new, even thinner all-metal design starting at US$249, this iPod is a
modern classic.
Up to 160GB

Enhanced Interface

iPod classic puts your entire music
and video collection in your
pocket.

Experience a whole new way to
browse and view your music and
video.

Cover Flow

Sleeker Design

Use the patented Click Wheel to
flip through your music by album
cover

Beautifully durable, iPod classic
looks the part in a sleek new allmetal enclosure.
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iPod Nano

i
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Pod Nano one of the
most successful iPods
one can think of is now
taken to the Generation 3
i.e the new iPod Nano
features a 2” screen which
now can play videos too…

Th new design to the iPod
looks another iPod Classic
but it also suites to the
size this new iPod Nano
costs. $149 or Rs 8800.

Everyone wants to play
movies also on the iPods.
But this can only play .mp4
and .mov files to convert
the movies to iPod you
may use Videora 3.04
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iPod Touch
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W

e have all
discussed about
the iPhone the
iPod + Phone +
Internet device. This one is a
copy of what iPhone was i.e.
a touch screen display and
the same design the main
problem with this is that it is
not very cheap! We get it at

a higher price than the
iPhone does.
The new design also marks
the beginning of iPods having
touch screen.
Viewing pictures and movies
will be better than any iPod.
This marks the beginning of
another generation
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Featured

RAW Power Meets Raw Power

October 21, 2007

On the one hand, you have the
application designed from the
ground up to make working with
RAW images as easy as working
with JPEGs. On the other, you
have the fastest, most featurerich family of Mac computers
ever.
Bring Aperture 1.5 and the new
Macs together, and you have the
ultimate photographer’s
workstation. The ideal systems
on which to run the photo
workflow application that

delivers all the speed you need
to work with and manage photos
of any type. RAW, JPEG, or TIFF.
Aperture — enthusiastically
adopted by some of the world’s
finest professional
photographers — set the
standard for professional photo
management applications. And
the latest version, Aperture 1.5,
introduces a wide range of new
features. They include more
flexible photo management
options that let you store images
wherever you’d like. XMP
metadata export. An advanced
Color adjustment tool. A new
Edge Sharpen tool. Metadata
presets that automatically add
such critical data as copyright,
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credit, and captions. New
options for the Loupe that make
a great tool even better.
Adjustment presets. And many
other new and enhanced
features.
Aperture 1.5 also provides RAW
support for more than 70
camera models — from Canon,
Nikon, Fujifilm, and other
leading manufacturers.
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Supporting every member of the
Mac family, Aperture 1.5 runs on
every desktop — from Mac mini
to iMac to Mac Pro — and every
notebook — including both the
MacBook and MacBook Pro. So
you can run Aperture at home or
in your studio. And you can take
all your photos with you on
location or to a client’s office.
Aperture and the Mac make one
unstoppable team.

2007
Like to see how Aperture and
the Mac are helping pros bring
their best work to light? Then
pay a visit to the Aperture
Profiles page and see why such
pros as Vincent Laforet, Steve
Winter, and Bill Frakes have
standardized on Aperture and
the Mac.
If you’re not using Aperture yet,
you can learn more about this
groundbreaking photo
application on the Aperture
Overview page. Those of you
already using Aperture should
visit the What’s New page to see
how much more productive and
creative you can be with
Aperture 1.5. Or you can
download Aperture 1.5 right
now and start taking advantage
of all its new features.
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iPod Review

NANO is NANO
Note: This review is for iPod Nano 8GB BLACK Model
Model: iPod Nano 8GB
Color: BLACK
Developer: Apple
Rating :
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Vidit Bhargava
____________________

Every time we talked about the
iPod NANO 2G i.e. the long slim
small screened iPod. From 2G to
3G, Long and Slim to Short and
Broad, From small screens to
2inch diagonal screen. The iPod
Nano 3G has turned from an
average product to a technical
masterpiece! This iPod has a
clearer screen than that of iPod
Classic or iPod Touch. The Touch
D pad and the controlling keys
have also improved but the main
thing to look in the iPod is the
Video facility, a true masterpiece
for videos I watched a movie and
Yuvraj Singh’s Blitz in the T20
Cup and was amazed to see the
video clarity it’s awesome. The

Cover
Flow is
one of the
features
where I
would like
to give it
7/5 stars yes, don’t be amazed
to see 7 stars out 5 because it is
one feature that’s over the
imaginations. It is a true nano
iPod of the bigger iPod Classic.
The features like contacts list,
games, and calendars, photos,
videos, world Clock, Multiple
Alarms, Notes, Screen Lock,
Stopwatch and a wider display
disserve a standing ovation. The
iPod is not only well finished but
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is cheap also. A one liner for this
iPod will be straight and simple
“The Atom Bomb from Apple”.
The Nano has a long way to go.
Features:
Graphics:
Video Qualities:
Music Qualities:
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Overall:

2007
Don’t wait any longer just go
grab this masterpiece as it’s not
available at all retail outlets of
Apple.
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HP iPaq

Tech Specs
Model: HP iPaq 610
Overview

Operating system
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Processor type
Wireless

Display

Dimensions (w x
d x h)

Move your
business forward,
turn by turn.
Microsoft®
Windows Mobile®
6 Professional
Marvell PXA270
802.11b/g with
WPA2 security;
Bluetooth 2.0 with
EDR; Tri-band
HSDPA 3.6/7.2;
Quad-band
GSM/GPRS/EDGE
2.8-inch
Transflective color
TFT 240 x 320
pixel touch screen
with LED backlight
2.37 x 0.69 x 4.6 in
(60.3 x17.5 x 117
mm)
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MAC MANIA

MAC BOOK
Better bang-to-buck ratio
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The most advanced and
affordable Mac notebook ever
gives you a blazingly fast mobile
architecture in a beautiful design
that costs less than slower,
clunkier models. It’s like getting a
sports car for the price of a
scooter. Talk about performance
— MacBook is powered by an
Intel Core 2 Duo processor with
speeds revving up to 2.16GHz.
And all models pack a
performance-enhancing 4MB of
shared L2 cache.
Pack more punch
In bright white or sleek black,
MacBook supports up to 2GB of
memory and plenty of storage. All
models offer larger hard drives,
but if you haul a lot of data around,

you can order your MacBook with
up to 200GB of storage. That’s not
all. MacBook keeps you
untethered courtesy of built-in
Bluetooth and AirPort Extreme
802.11n Wi-Fi offering up to five
times the performance and up to
twice the range as the previous
generation.1 An 8x double-layerburning SuperDrive — standard
equipment on the 2.16GHz
models — not only lets you burn
DVDs faster but lets you burn
capacious double-layer media.
Friends for iLife
Every MacBook comes with
iLife ’08 — an amazing suite of
applications that make it easy to
live the digital life. Use iPhoto to
share entire high-res photo
albums with anyone who’s got an
email address. Record your own
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songs and podcasts with
GarageBand. Break into indie
filmmaking with iMovie HD and
iDVD. Then take all the stuff you
made on your MacBook and share
it on the web in one click with
iWeb.2 Just turn on your MacBook
and you’re halfway there.
All smiles
Look closely. See that little lens in
the display bezel? That’s the builtin iSight camera. Use it to video
chat simply by opening iChat AV
and clicking a buddy icon (or
three).2 Or fire up Photo Booth and
take a few snapshots with the
iSight, play around with 16 fun
effects, then admire your
handiwork. That little camera lets
you create web-ready videos, too.
Just open up iMovie and start the
action. From there, iWeb makes it
one-click easy to get your talking
head on the web.3 Looks like fun.
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Take it on tour
MacBook also features Front Row,
so you can navigate your movies,
music, photos, and more at the
touch of the included Apple
Remote — no matter where you
roam. Give an
impromptu vacation
photo slideshow in your

favorite café. Screen your latest
iMovie creation on the train. Watch
a DVD in bed. MacBook and Front
Row give you the best seat in the
house (or out of it).
Positively brilliant
Thanks to a 13.3-inch glossy
widescreen display, MacBook
provides the perfect combination
of pixels and portability. Photos
feel crisper. Movies play vividly.
Even daily tasks like surfing the
web and checking email take on a
whole new sheen.
Hit the hot spots
The built-in wireless capability of
MacBook puts the “world” back in
“World Wide Web.” If there’s a
wireless hot spot nearby, you can
get online. No need to waste
valuable surfing time configuring
your computer. Just open it up.
MacBook automatically detects
wireless networks within range
and asks nicely if you’d like to join
any of them. That’s it. Catch up on
your blog, share this weekend’s
trip as a Photocast, or just chat
with your friends. Anytime,
anywhere.
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For KIDS
iPod Quiz
Q1. How much capacity does an iPod Nano has?
Q2. What is the diagonal length of the iPod Touch
Screen?
Q3. What formats are supported by an iPod?
Q4.Which extension does an iPod video generally
have?
Q5. iPod Can be sync with ________
Q6. What is the price of iPod Touch (in Rs)?
Q7.iPod has ________ batteries.
Q8. iPods have the maximum capacity of ____ GB.

Answers of vol.:
September 07
1. EA CANADA
2. Airborne
3. Codemasters
4. October
5. Microsoft
6. NBA LIVE
7. BLIC
8. Ice Hockey
9. Street Racing
10.
FIFA 08
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Winner of the last quiz:
M. Bhargava, Delhi
Send us your answers on
vidit.best@gmail.com

